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 The reserve, and the classes, are infused with the same TCCC (Trauma Combat Casualty
Care) principles that are now being shown to military medics. The result of this joint work is
"BEATING THE REAPER! He trains SWAT medics, street paramedics and EMT’s, and offers
overseen multiple EMS firms. The focus of the book is equivalent to the Tactical Medicine
classes taught by Dr Meade: the “Typical Joe” who discovers himself suddenly within an
unpredicted violent encounter. Between the two of them, they bring a combination of civilian,
military, police, hospital, and out-of-medical center perspectives. The co-author goes by the
pseudonym "Sua Sponte", and has spent most of the last decade treating gunshot wounds and
various other traumatic injuries on overseas battlefields. This guy certainly doesn’t consider
himself to be a medically trained special operator. Instead, he's someone who realizes that, just
as with his shooting skills, he needs to have skill to greatly help save someone’s life, maybe his
very own, in the aftermath of capturing or other traumatic event. Volume 1: Trauma Medicine
for the CCW Operator". He doesn’t possess a team medic close by. He must show the same self-
reliance that got him through the original incident.Written by a skilled Emergency
Medicine/Trauma general practitioner and a combat-proven Particular Forces medic. We think
that the skills and mindset needed by the average man robbed at his regional bank ATM
machine are the same as those needed by the cop pinned down in an inner city house
complicated hallway, or a soldier caught within an ambush in Iraq. Dr Meade is certainly a
former person in a police SWAT team.! We call that man the “CCW Operator”. It is currently
available as both a Kindle publication and in paperback. Topics in the publication include
tactics, hemorrhage control, shock, airway management, chest accidents and musculoskeletal
accidental injuries. We also discuss several bits of medical gear that we strongly recommend,
and other gear that we strongly recommend that you avoid.
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Good book, some very nice information here Good book, some very nice information here, and
everything is critical to anyone who bears. I was under the impression that it had been in color,
maybe I misunderstood from considering the preview, which IS in color. The copy I received was
dark and white and photos where much less quality than what was displayed on preview.
Learning the techniques to treat yourself, or your loved ones, until help arrives can make an
environment of difference in the chances of survival. The reserve provides valuable info on
obtaining through the encounter, and how to survive after the encounter, with an emphasis on
the medical info and equipment needed to survive. But the information continues to be focused
well, and general well-written and concise. I would suggest. An absolute must have for anyone
that has a CCW This book is well crafted and researched. The information is clear, concise and
accurate. The writer's cut through all of the fluff and offer the most useful here is how to "Defeat
the Reaper" once the SHTF. Is a perfect score. Looking towards volume two. While many
consider the initiative to get ready to protect themselves and their loved ones, it is always
possible that the unthinkable may occur. Accurate details and a no nonsense approach put
this book on an even where everyone from beginners to advanced care providers can walk
away with new information and a better plan for the future. Five Stars Great info! To save a life.
Great book. The authority to look toward for in Tactical Medicine Dr Meade is probably the
highest & most respected Doctors in my state. Either method, it provides you/we that have not
had even basic TCCC (Traumatic Fight Casualty Care, I believe is the full name) instruction a
baseline and a core of learning that could well make the difference with just a few easily-
available equipment between you or someone you care about living or dying. I purchased
and read this reserve because i understand i may need to do these life keeping skills on my
self or someone you care about. Life saving information! His knowledge is easily absorbed in
this quick Dr, Meade is a highly respected trauma doctor, instructor and a first rate writer. Solid
Information A very complete resource for finding your way through and treatment of traumatic
injuries. Basic first-aid can only just go so far. I would much prefer color and certainly
anticipated it.This is the kind of information normally found only in police or military classes. It
can save your valuable life. Will need to have book for all those with ccw and an
understanding of why to carry This is a must have book for anyone that understands why ccw
is important. He is the source that many citizens, police and armed service go to for the highest
and best training in this region. I also believe he is the original Tactical Medicine Instructor
from which all others have taken ( Stolen seems harsh , but is normally accurate ) their materials
and repackaged it as their very own.... Only point. Dr Meade may be the real Dr here with
years of E. That damage could be from (more likely) an accident such as a automobile wreck
or a place of work incident or from a gunshot wound sustained in a battle in defense of
lifestyle. experience along with other true to life experience which I won't make open public.
Lets just say our roads and our first responders are safer because of his function and
teachings. I recommend this book since it is really good material and a fascinating read. His co
writer is also a man with extreme experience is fight and applying tactical medical treatment. It
will actually save your existence or the life span of another should you be unfortunate to need
these suggestions. This could be anything from arriving upon the scene of a terrible car
accident to a dynamic shooter in a mall or college.R. Existence is a two method range.An
extremely valuable resource for those of us who wish to be as prepared as we can be.
Unfortunately, we reside in a world where violent, criminal episodes are too common. His
expertise is easily absorbed in this quick, important read. I highly recommend this publication
and working out that can opt for it if saving a life should the circumstance arise is certainly of



concern to you. Even more CCW/CWP holders should read this! I bought this book in the past
from the people who put on a "Tactical Medicine" class that I also took. In the book and the
class you learn to assess the circumstance, the hows and whys of what you should do if you
result in a life threatening circumstance, your very own or others. Trauma care recommendations
for ordinary people As the contents and subject of the publication will be of value to actually
professional medical response personnel it's true and full value is for those of us who may have
to handle a traumatic injury either to ourselves or another. Though I'de had several classes in
first aid/CPR I knew I wasn't prepared for the worst. Highly recommended. Praise for both book
and the Authors who wrote it.
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